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+/-20 uJy,  220 +/-22 uJy and 234 +/-23 uJy,  respectively.  These values areconsistent within errors, suggesting a flat radio spectrum. The flux densities at3 (227 +/-24 uJy) and 10 GHz (86 +/-12 uJy), measured on Aug. 02, 2020,indicate however a steep spectrum (ATel #13921). In the X-ray binary scenarionewly proposed by Yao et al. (ATel #13932), the change of the radio spectrummay be associated with an evolution in the compactness of the jet.
Currently, the optical (http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/alert/Gaia20aua) andthe X-ray flux densities (ATel #13948) appear going higher, and the multi-bandobservations on this source are encouraged. We have applied for an EuropeanVLBI Network short observation on this source, which will be carried out inthe coming weeks. We thank the NRAO for accepting our DDT proposal andquickly scheduling the experiment.
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